
Woolastook Presbytery 

 

During 2015, our committee attended to our mandate: to aid and support the people and 

structures of the pastoral charges of Woolastook Presbytery in best practices.   

 

We met monthly to arrange and discuss, the Triennial Visits of the 30 pastoral charges in 

our presbytery.  We attended to 10 this past year.  

 

We held what we lovingly refer to as our Festival of Annual Reports on March 31st. We 

do value the in depth time we spend on this meeting.  However, we also decided this year 

that we would look at ways to further improve the focus and structure of it, to better serve 

the presbytery and our time.  We assigned 2 readers per report as usual, but we then had 

the pair correspond with one another ahead of time, and compare notes. We found we were 

able to move through the reports more efficiently, thereby allowing greater time to be spent 

on those situations requiring deeper attention.   We spent the bulk of our time leaning into 

the reports of the charges that are struggling in terms of their finances, their identity, their 

energy, their hope.   

 

And we also attended to those places that are somehow living with a sense of abundance 

even in times such as these, keen to learn what they have to teach us about living 

responsively, living faithfully, living fully until death. 

 

Re: Joint PR/PC&S: We have also continued to work in connected ways with the Pastoral 

Relations Committee of Presbytery.  While we had begun our by meeting in plenary during 

2013-2014, we now find we are able to fluidly work with one another as the need arises.  

For instance, we assign a PC&S member to a JNAC where the sensibilities of our 

committee might be helpful.  Likewise, when the perspective and attention to process of a 

PR member is warranted, we invite one of their members to accompany us on a Triennial 

visit. 

 

Amalgamations, Church Closure, & Life-Giving Responses: 

 We have overseen two separate amalgamations within this presbytery.  In the first 

instance, we saw the closing of the third point (Riley Brook) within the Plaster Rock/Grand 

Falls pc.    Following in the excellent tradition of Edmundston, which has taught us much 

about this form of ministry, PR/GF has also been in Shared Ministry (the UCC partnered 

with the Anglican Church of Canada).  Now PR/GF is expanding its understanding of 

“life together” by seeking to share a ministry personnel with the Andover Kincardine 

pastoral charge.    

  

In a second instance, we saw the proactive work of the Prince William pastoral charge.  

Fiscal and population constraints were met with creativity and deep planning.  They 

amalgamated two points within their 3 point charge to better reflect the reality of their lived 

experience.  Now called Living Waters, Lake George and Riverside worship together week 

by week: using the Lake George site for the summer months, and moving to Riverside for 

the rest of the year.  And their pastoral relationship with the remaining point – the Kirk – 

continues.   



 

We are also seeing an intentional working together of the congregations of Wilmot and St 

Paul’s, Fredericton.  Their informal naming of themselves when they choose to gather 

together (“Downtown United”) is playful, describing their close proximity geographically.  

But it also reflects their growing understanding of what work they might share in together 

as people of the Way. 

 

He is not here.  He is risen.   

Here in New Brunswick we are in the murky time: snow fell 2 days ago.  Now rain and 

biting winds, interspersed with the odd surprise of –dare I say it? – a warm day.  It’s hard 

to know how to respond to such times.  But we’re Maritimers.  So we know to keep the 

mitts and gumboots handy.  We carry on.   With eyes wide open.  And yesterday I spotted 

the first snowdrop in the backyard.  The liturgies of the Great 50 Days of Easter uphold us, 

even when evidence of new life seems sketchy, in constant flux.   

 

The reality is, almost half of our pastoral charges (13 of 30) are supporting part-time 

ministry.   
 

Sometimes clergy respond to the challenge by becoming a “shared minister”, i.e., seeking 

out relationship with 2 separate pastoral charges.   That sounds a little easier on paper than 

it is to negotiate in the day to day.  

 

Lay leadership takes on more responsibilities.  But invariably, some aspects of life in 

community get dropped. 

 

While it has been removed from this committee’s name, we do still attend to the oversight 

of the pastoral charges.  We are called to be not only a listening presence, but a challenging 

presence: one that will name the reality we see, not as chastisement, but rather to live fully 

into our mandate to be one in the struggle, one in the joys, one in the body. 

 

On behalf of the Pastoral Care & Support Committee of Woolastook Presbytery, and in 

Resurrection Hope, 

 

Kelly Burke, Chair 

 

 


